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ABSTRACT [571 
The invention relates to a stabilization device for stabi- 
lizing dendritic web seed buttons during initiation of 
crystal growth from a float zone melt. The invention 
includes angular maintenance means for maintaining a 
constant angular orientation between the axis of a 
growth initiation seed and the upper surface of a web 
button during withdrawal of the web button from the 
melt. In the preferred embodiment, the angular mainte- 
nance means includes an adjustable elevation tube 
which surrounds the seed, the weight of which may be 
selectively supported by the seed button during web 
button withdrawal. 
19 Claims, 1 Drawing Sheet 
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DEVICE FOR MECHANICALLY STABILIZING 
WEB RIBBON BUTTONS DURING GROWTH 
INITIATION 
Origin of the Invention 
The invention described herein was made in the per- 
formance of work under a NASA contract, and is sub- 
ject to the provisions of Public Law 96-517 (35 USC 
202) in which the Contractor has elected not to retain 
title. 
This application is a continuation of application Ser. 
No. 102,934, filed Sept. 30, 1987, now abandoned. 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to semiconductor crys- 
tal growth, and more particularly, to growth of den- 
dritic web ribbon semiconductor crystals from a semi- 
conductor melt. 
2. Description of the Prior Art 
In the past, a well known method of forming den- 
dritic semiconductor web ribbons has been to immerse a 
crystal seed having the desired crystallographic orienta- 
tion into a semiconductor melt. A crystal web button 
then forms about the seed at the surface of the melt. 
Once the seed button reaches a desired width, the seed 
is slowly withdrawn from the melt, causing the web 
button to grow in length. 
One disadvantage of the conventional process de- 
scribed above has been the practical limitations placed 
upon the width to which the button may be allowed to 
grow prior to initiating the upward pull to start ribbon 
growth. The primary constraint on this width, and 
therefore the initial area rate of crystal growth, has been 
the large asymmetrical forces which develop on the 
seed button about the seed during initial button seed 
withdrawal. Since the seed is near its melting point, the 
large asymmetrical forces tend to bend it, causing the 
web button to tip. If the web button tips a sufficient 
2 
ribbon growth may routinely be initiated at widths 
larger than previously attainable, resulting in a higher 
average ribbon area output per unit time. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 illustrates a side view of the dendritic web 
seed button stabilization device of the present invention. 
FIG. 2 illustrates a side view of the stabilization de- 
vice illustrated in FIG. l as the seed is lifted in response 
FIG. 3 illustrates a side view of the stabilization de- 
vice of FIG. 2 after the sliding mechanism has been 
lowered. 
10 to raising the level of the tape. 
15 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 
The following description is of the best presently 
contemplated mode of carrying out the present inven- 
tion. This description is made for the purposes of illus- 
2o trating the general principles of the invention and is not 
to be taken in a limiting sense. The scope of the inven- 
tion is best determined by reference to the appended 
claims. 
The preferred embodiment of the stabilizing and sup- 
25 porting apparatus of the present invention is illustrated 
in FIG. 1. As with conventional semiconductor melt 
growth initiation devices, a quantity of semiconductor 
material is placed within a crucible (not shown) and is 
3o melted within a furnace. A crystal growth initiation 
seed 22 having the desired crystallographic orientation 
is provided having one end 24 attached to a seed holder 
or seed suspension portion of a tape 26. The opposite 
end 28 of the seed remains free to be lowered into the 
35 melt to initiate semiconductor ribbon growth about the 
seed 22. The level of the end 28 with respect to the melt 
may be selectively varied by moving the seed 22 in the 
vertical direction by manipulation of the seed holder or 
the seed suspension portion of the tape 26. Preferably, 
A n  the seed holder or taDe 26 are formed of stainless steel 
N 
mount, web will be lost due disruption of 
crystallographic orientation of the ribbon, and rupture 
of the liquid semiconductor meniscus. 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
or a similar material which is resistant to the extreme 
temperatures of the furnace environment. 
The present invention is unconventional in that it also 
includes a mechanical stabilization device 30 which 
45 may be brought into contact with the web button which 
The present invention relates to an apparatus for forms about the end 28 of the seed 22 in order to stabi- 
stabilizing web buttons during initiation of dendritic lize the angular orientation Of the web button with 
web ribbon crystal growth. The invention includes respect to the seed. In the embodiment of the present 
angular maintenance means for maintaining a constant invention illustrated in FIG. 1, the stabilization device 
angular orientation between the axis of the seed and the 50 includes a tube 32 which surrounds a portion of the seed 
upper surface of the web button during withdrawal of 22. The tube 32 is slidably engaged about the seed 22 
the button from the melt. The angular maintenance and may be selectively lifted by a wire support 34 con- 
means includes a tube which surrounds a length of the nected to a sliding support mechanism 36. The sliding 
seed and a sliding suspension mechanism which sup- support mechanism 36 encircles the seed holder or the 
ports the tube. After the button has formed 'from the 55 seed suspension portion of the tape 26 and allows verti- 
seed within the semiconductor melt, the seed with the cal movement of the tube 32 with respect to both the 
button attached is elevated slightly from the semicon- seed 22 and the seed holder or suspension portion of the 
ductor melt to expose the upper surface of a dendritic tape 26. ,The sliding support mechanism 36 and wire 
web button. The sliding suspension mechanism is then support 34 should preferably be formed of stainless steel 
lowered, allowing the lower end of the tube to come to 60 to withstand the extreme temperatures of the furnace. 
rest upon the upper surface of the dendritic web button. The tube should preferably be formed of a refractory 
The relatively large weight of the tube on the web material such as molybdenum or quartz or the like 
button tends to maintain constant symmetrical forces on which can withstand the extreme temperatures of the 
the web button about the seed. As a result, the angular furnace and occasional contact with newly formed web 
orientation between the axis of the seed and the surface 65 buttons at approximately the melting point of the semi- 
of the seed button remains relatively fixed even with conductor material. The tube contains engagement 
large asymmetries of the button. The seed thus does not means which engage with the wire support 34 to allow 
bend, and the web button does not tip. As a result, the tube to become raised and or lowered in response to 
5,092,956 
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the raising and/or lowering of the wire support 34. As 
illustrated for the embodiment of FIG. 1, the engage- 
ment means includes an outward flaring 38 at the upper 
portion of the tube. The wire support 34 contains a 
portion 40 which encircles the tube at its smallest diam- 5 
eter, and may slide about the periphery of the tube at 
the points having the same diameter. When the wire 
support 34 is raised a sufficient distance such that the 
portion 40 engages the flared end 38 of the tube, the 
tube 32 may be selectively raised with respect to the 10 
seed. In addition, the tube should have a flat surface 31 
at its lower end 39, the lower end preferably being 
symmetrical in shape about the seed. 
Alternate methods of selectively raising and lowering 
the level of the tube 34 may also be utilized. For exam- 15 
ple, a radially extending ring or peg (not shown) may be 
provided on the exterior of the refractory tube. The 
ring or peg may therefore be engaged by the wire sup- 
port when the wire support is raised a preselected dis- 
The stabilizing and supporting apparatus of the pres- 
ent invention operates in the following manner. Ini- 
tially, as shown in FIG. 1, the seed 22 is suspended 
through the tube 32. The sliding support mechanism 36 
is in a raised position with respect to the seed holder or 25 
tape 26 such that the flared end 38 of the tube 32 is 
engaged by the portion 40 of the wire support 34. The 
tube 32 is therefore supported by the wire support. The 
lower end 28 of the seed 22 should initially extend 
below the lower end 39 of the tube. 
Thereafter, as illustrated in FIG. 2, the entire support 
and stabilizing apparatus are positioned over the semi- 
conductor melt 50 within the furnace. The apparatus is 
then lowered, allowing the lower end of the seed to be 
immersed within the melt 50. A web button 52 of semi- 35 
conductor crystal having an upper surface 54 perpen- 
dicular to the axis of the seed 22 then commences to 
form around the seed. As with conventional growth 
initiation devices, the seed holder or the suspension 
portion of the tape 26 is then slowly elevated with re- 40 
spect to the melt, raising the seed 22 and a portion of the 
web button 52 above the surface of the melt 50. When 
the web button 52 has been elevated a preselected dis- 
tance, for example approximately two millimeters, the 
slidine sumort mechanism 36 is lowered with resDect to 45 
tance with respect to the tube. 20 
30 
I ‘ 1  
the suspension tape 26, the seed 22, and the web ‘button 
52 such that the flat surface 37 of the lower end 39 of the 
tube comes to rest upon the upper surface 54 of the web 
button, as illustrated in FIG. 3. The sliding support 
mechanism 36 should preferably be lowered a sufficient 
distance to assure that the tube becomes disengaged 
from the wire support and the entire weight of the tube 
32 is completely supported by the web button 52. The 
weight of the tube 22 on the web button 52 increases the 
likelihood that forces are distributed symmetrically on 
the web button during button withdrawn at the initia- 
tion of web ribbon growth. The relative angle between 
the axis of the seed and the upper surface of the web 
button should therefore be stabilized at approximately 
90”. 
Once the lower end 39 of the tube 32 has come into 
contact with the web button, and the weight of the tube 
is entirely supported by the web button 52, the entire 
stabilization apparatus may then commence to be ele- 
vated with respect to the semiconductor melt. The tape 
26, seed 22, sliding support mechanism 36, wire support 
34 and tube 32 may thusbe lifted vertically, elevating 
the growth initiation button 52 to stimulate crystal 
50 
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growth at the surface of the melt 50. Since the weight of 
the tube on the growth initiation web button reduces 
the likelihood of the development of asymmetrical 
forces on the web button about the seed, the seed is less 
likely to bend and the web button is less likely to tip. AS 
a result, the crystallographic orientation of the web 
button remains approximately constant with respect to 
the melt, a factor necessary for the initiation of high 
quality crystalline structure ribbon. In addition, the 
stabilization device allows ribbons to be initiated at 
larger widths than previously possible, thereby reduc- 
ing the time required to reach full production ribbon 
width. 
It should be noted that a greater degree of stabiliza- 
tion of the web button will occur if the tube has a 
weight much larger than the asymmetrical forces typi- 
cally experienced by the web button during withdrawal 
of the seed from the melt. Of course, factors such as the 
tensile strength of the seed may place constraints on the 
weight of the tube which may be utilized. In addition, 
stabilization may also be increased by forming the pe- 
rimeter of the lower portion 37 of the end 39 symmetn- 
cally about the seed passing therethrough, thus assuring 
that the mass of the tube is distributed symmetrically 
about the axis of the. seed on the surface of the web 
button. Of course, the effect of the shape of the perime- 
ter of the lower end of the tube is more critical to stabili- 
zation of the web button for smaller perimeter tubes 
than for larger perimeter tubes. 
As described above, the tube is preferably engageable 
by the wire support such that the tube may be either 
selectably elevated by elevation of the wire support or 
allowed to rest entirely upon the web button by lower- 
ing the wire support a sufficient distance to assure that 
the wire support no longer engages with the tube. Al- 
ternately, the wire support and tube may be fixedly 
attached to one another such that vertical movement of 
the wire support in either direction will necessarily 
always result in corresponding vertical movement of 
the tube. In such a case, however, it may be necessary to 
verify that the wire support is not supporting the tube 
when the entire weight of tube is desired to be rested 
upon the web button. 
As may easily be concluded from reference to the 
above description, the present invention is not intended 
to be limited to the specific embodiment illustrated in 
the figures. Rather, the present invention is intended to 
encompass other devices which maintain a constant 
angular orientation between the axis of the seed and the 
surface of the web button during crystal growth. 
We claim: 
1. An apparatus for growing dendritic web ribbons 
a crystal seed having a central axis, a first end and a 
second end, the first end being immersible within a 
semiconductor melt to initiate growth of a web 
button about said first end, said web button having 
an upper surface; 
support means attached to said second end for sup- 
porting said crystal seed and for withdrawing said 
crystal seed from said semiconductor melt to initi- 
ate crystal growth of the dendritic web ribbon at a 
dendritic web crystal growth melt front and to 
raise the upper surface of the web button to a posi- 
tion displaced from the semiconductor melt; 
stabilization means for applying a stabilizing force to 
said button at the upper surface thereof, thereby 
stabilizing the angular orientation of said central 
from a semiconductor melt, comprising: 
5,092,956 
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axis of said crystal seed with respect to said web 14. An apparatus for growing dendritic web ribbons 
button during said initiation of crystal growth of 
the dendritic web ribbon. seed means for initiating growth of a web button at 
2. An apparatus according to claim 1, wherein said the surface of the semiconductor melt, said web 
stabilization means comprises a body supported on said 5 button having a first surface in contact with said 
web button, said body having a weight as determined seed means and a second surface in contact with 
according to the degree of stability desired. the semiconductor melt; 
semiconductor melt; and body contacts said web button symmetrically about said 
stabilizing means, mechanically coupled so as to seed when said body is supported by said web button. move with the web button, for providing a substan- 4. An apparatus according to claim 2, wherein said tially symmetrical force to said first surface of said 
web button at a location displaced from said seed body comprises a tube surrounding said crystal seed. 
means as said web button is being initially lifted so 5. An apparatus according to claim 2, wherein said 
as to substantially maintain the orientation of the body is formed of a refractory material. 
6. An apparatus according to claim 5, wherein said web button as it is being lifted. 
refractory material is molybdenum. 15. An apparatus according to claim 14, wherein the 
7. An apparatus according to claim 5, wherein said stabilizing includes a stabilizing 
refractory material is quartz. body of a weight as determined according to the degree 
8. An apparatus according to claim 2, further corn- 20 of stability desired, the stabilizing body being supported 
pnsing elevation Control means for controlling the de- on the web button. 
vation of said body with respect to said crystal seed. 16. A method of growing semiconductor dendritic 
9. An apparatus according to claim 8, wherein said web crystals from a seed crystal, comprising the steps 
elevation control means comprises a vertically movable of: 
support which is engagable with said body to support 25 forming a laterally extending web button at the sur- 
said body. face of a semiconductor melt by inserting the seed 
10. An apparatus according to claim 1, wherein said crystal into the melt so as to provide lateral crystal 
support means is formed of stainless steel. growth; 
11. A method of growing semiconductor dendritic gradually lifting the web button from the semicon- 
web crystals, comprising: ductor melt so as to allow vertical crystal growth 
providing a crystal seed having a central axis and an between the semiconductor melt and the web but- 
from a semiconductor melt, comprising: 
3. An apparatus according to claim 2, wherein said means for gradualIy lifting the web button from the 
10 
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end; ton; and 
conductor melt to initiate the growth of a seed seed crystal as it is being initially lifted thereby to 
provide a substantially balanced torque about the button about said end; and 
seed crystal and maintain the orientation of the web stabilizing the angular orientation of said seed button button as it is being lifted. with respect to said axis of said crystal seed by 17. A method according to claim 16, wherein the application of a stabilizing force to said seed button pressing step includes resting a symmetrical stabilizing at a position displaced from said crystal seed while 4o body on the web button, wherein the weight of the 
withdrawing said end of said crystal seed and said stabilizing body is determined according to the degree 
of stability desired. seed button from said semiconductor melt. 
12. A method according to claim 11, wherein said 18. An apparatus for growing dendritic web ribbons 
seed button has an upper surface and said stabilization from a semiconductor melt as set out in claim 1, wherein 
step comprises resting a body having a weight as deter- 45 said stabilization means is composed of a material hav- 
mined according to the degree of stability desired on ing a higher temperature than the semiconduc- 
the upper surface of said seed button. tor material comprising the semiconductor melt. 
13. A method according to claim 11, wherein said 19. An apparatus for growing dendritic web ribbons 
seed button has an upper surface, and said stabilization from a semiconductor melt set out in claim 14, 
steep comprises lowering a body which is approxi- 50 wherein said stabilization means is composed of a mate- 
mately symmetrical about the crystal seed and having a rial having a higher melting temperature than the semi- 
weight as determined according to the degree of stabil- conductor material comprising the semiconductor melt. 
immersing said end of said crystal seed into a semi- pressing on the web button symmetrically about the 
35 
ity desired onto the upper surface of said seed button. * * * * *  
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